La Mousique

Solo (Bass Clef)

Official Melody for the "WORLD BRASS DAY"

Solo Instrument (with or without ornaments) and Keyboard

Tielman Susato um 1550 - 1570

arr. Howard Lorriman

from Danserey 1551

Official Melody for the "WORLD BRASS DAY"

La Mourisque

Solo Instrument (with or without ornaments) and Keyboard

Tielman Susato um 1550 - 1570

arr. Howard Lorriman

from Danserey 1551

Official Melody for the "WORLD BRASS DAY"

La Mourisque

Solo Instrument (with or without ornaments) and Keyboard

Tielman Susato um 1550 - 1570

arr. Howard Lorriman

from Danserey 1551

Official Melody for the "WORLD BRASS DAY"